Introduction
This article is concerned with the chase of an elusive target by a mobile robot equipped with a vision system. By chase, we precisely mean following and catching up a moving target.
A central problem of robotic programming is how to use an incomplete and uncertain model of the environment to perceive, infer, decide, and act efficiently. An original robot programming method that specifically addresses this problem has been proposed by 0. Lebeltel (BRP) is used in the present article to perform the chase using neither geometric model of the robot nor camera calibration.
The control of a mobile robot based on visual data has to face an essential problem of data reduction. How to deal with the considerable data flow coming from the camera? In this paper we propose to summarize the huge visual data flow by the single head (the camera) pan and tilt. Head and body control are decoupled. On the one hand, we control the head to visually pursue the target. On the other hand, we control the body *Inst. Nat. ob& the desired chasing behavior.
Tsakiris et a1 have shown that it is possible to extend visual servoing techniques to nonholonomic systems by properly adding degrees-of-freedom to the platform, in the form of a hand-eye system (121. Dias et al [l] have addressed the problem of simulating pursuit with a mobile robot and artificial vision. Their solution deals with the interaction of multiple independent processes controlling different degrees of freedom of the vision system and the mobile robot position and orientation. Virtually all existing approaches to visual servoing are based on control theory.
After briefly presenting BRP in the next Section and the experimental platform in Section 3, we illustrate the BRP in Section 4 by addressing the problem of visual servoing of the head of the robot. Section 5 is dedicated to the control of the mobile platform using only the direction and the orientation of the head. Finally, Section 6 illustrates behavior combination by mixing the chase with a reactive behavior of obstacle avoidance.
Bayesian Robot Programming
We assume that any model of a real phenomenon is The probabilistic approach has led to fielded systems with unprecedented levels of autonomy and robustness. In recent years it has become the dominant paradigm in a wide array of robotic problems, such as map building, localization and p l d c a t i o n [2, 8, 11, 5] . Lebeltel, with the BRP method, proposed a quite different approach based on the concept of bayesian programs. Beside mobile robotics, BRP has also been used for arm control and CAD modeling [9] .
The usual notion of logical proposition (either true or false) is the first key concept of probabilistic reasoning. Logical operators can be used to derive new propositions (conjunction, disjunction, negation), Discrete variable is the second concept that is needed: it is a set of logical proposition that are exhaustive and mutually exclusive (at least one is true, only one is true). Discrete variables can be combined too (conjunction). To deal with uncertainty, probabilities are attached to propositions, and to manipulate probabilities, usual inference rules are used:
Conjunction rule:
Normalization rule: Ex P ( X ) = 1.
Where X and Y denote discrete variables and P a probabiity.
Relevant Variables

Parametric Forms
Description Decomposition
Question
Program { { In this framework, a Bayesian Program consists of two parts: a description and a question (See Fig. 1) .
A description is a model of interaction between the robot and its environment. It is a probability distribution defined by: the set of relevant variables on which the joint distribution is defined (typically motor, sensory and internal variables), the decomposition of the joint distribution as a product of simpler terms. This terms describes dependent relationship between variables, the parurnetric forms assigned to each of the terms appearing in the decomposition.
This model could be used to control the robot. Orders are drawn at random according to distributions called questions. A question is obtained by partitioning the set of variables into three sets: the searched variables (typically motor variables), the known variables Po(Semched I Known).
(1)
Knowing the joint distribution (the description), It is always possible to compute any possible question (any partition of the variables). To do so, the following general inference is used: and is equipped with a belt of 16 infrared proximeters used for obstacle detection (see Fig. 2 ).
The camera is controlled in direction and orientation, with values stored in variables Pan and Tilt. The robot is controlled by its translation speed V, , , , , and its rotation speed V,,t.
The target we want the robot to chase is the red radio-controlled car.
Head Servoing
Object Detection
We are only interested in the position of the gravity center of the target in the image. We use the statistical method described in [lo] , based on histograms of luminance normalized color. The position of the gravity center of the target in the image is stored in the variables X (horizontal position) and Y (vertical position).
This algorithm is simple and efficient. Furthermore, it is robust to partial target occlusion. As it is a probabilistic algorithm, it has been easily implemented using OpenPL.
Head Servoing
The goal of head visual servoing is to keep the visual target centered in the image. The classical visual servoing approach gives a way to compute differential changes in the image features parameters knowing differential changes in the position of the camera, using the image Jacobian [3]-Alternatively, we propose to specify this relationship as a description c d e d D h e o d . In the classical approach you have to inverse the jambian to control the camera. With the BRP approach, this inversion is implemented as a question. In the following, we consider that the two axis of the camera are independent and present only the description for the pan axis.
Two variables are relevant here: the motor variable Pan, and the sensor variable X.
As we want to describe the movement of the target in the image knowing a movement of the camera, we choose the following decomposition of the joint distribution:
To complete the description D h e a d , we h d y need to assign parametric forms to each of the terms appearing in (2). We have no a priori information about the movement of the camera. Hence PD,,.,,(PQ~) is a uniform distribution. Depending on the situation, the observation for X may be more or less certain. This is summerized by assigning a Gaussian parametric form Gp(Pon),a(Pon)(X) to p D h e a d ( x I Pan)* Value Of p(Pan) and @an) could be learnt by experiment or a priori fixed by the programmer using the following intuitive idea: when the camera moves to the left, the target moves to the right of the image.
The goal of this program is to control the camera knowing the position of the target in the image. Therefore, the question is:
This "inverse" probability distribution is computed every tenth of a second. A value for Pan is drawn at random according to this distribution and sent to the actuators of the camera.
Experimental Results
Figure 3 presents six images of the process. The base of the robot is immobile. Curves under the images represent the probability distribution of the question P~~.,,(Pczn I X). First the target is immobile and placed on the left of the robot. Algorithm quickly centers the target by moving the camera to the left (first lime). Then the target violently accelerates and stops.
We can conclude that detection of the target is accurate enough when the target is the only red object of the scene. Bayesian inference is efficient to solve such an inverse problem, so the camera can be controlled at a frequency of 10 Hz.
This sequence also shows that the large velocity of the camera (up to 400 degrees per second) allows quick movements of the target.
5
Bayesian Program
We want the robot to chase the target: follow it and catch it up. The main idea is to consider only the position of the head to control the body of the robot. In this way the visual information (100 x 100 x 32 = 300 KBytes) of the target position is summarize as the head position and orientation (2 floats). The corresponding description is called Dchose.
Four variables are relevant in this problem: the two motor variables Vrot and Vt, , , , , the camera direction
Pun and the camera orientation Tilt.
The decomposition is chosen using the following as- PDcho.e (pun Tilt)Pocha,* (Got I pun)
To complete the description Dchase, we have to assign parametric forms to each of the terms appearing in (4).
We have no a priori idea of the target position. Hence PD~,,.,. (Pun Tilt) is a uniform distribution. We choose a Gaussian parametric form G,, (pan) (Vrot) to represent the distribution P D~~.~~( V~~~ I Pun). The intuitive idea for computing pl(Pun) is that the more the head is turned to the left, the quicker the body should turn to the left. We choose another Gaussian parametric form Gp,(Pan Tilt),oa(Pan Tilt)(Vtrans) to represent the distribution P D~~~,~( &~~~~ I Pun Tilt). The intuitive idea is the closer the robot is from the target, the more the head is looking down. Pun is used to moderate the translation speed of the robot when the target is on its left or on its right The video is available at http://www-
leibniz.imag.fr/LAPLACE/Films/.
Finally the question to control the body of the robot is:
PDch..c (VLt &ran. I Pan Tilt). (5)
Like for head servoing, this probability distribution is computed every tenth of a second and the corresponding drawn values of Vr,t and & , , , .
sent to the motors of the robot. Figure 4 shows evolution of the tracking with the entire system. It illustrates the fact that the velocity of the camera allows to track the car even if the body is slower than it.
Experimental Results
Chasing In The Presence Of Obstacles
In section 5, the environment was assumed to be free of obstacles. Now we want the robot to chase its target despite the presence of obstacles. We assume that obstacle can't hide the target from the robot.
Bayesian Program
We dispose of another reactive behavior, obstacle avoidance, based on the proximeters response, and is a priori defined as a function of Tilt, Prox, and Dir, using the intuituve idea: when the robot is far from any obstacle or close to a lateral one, the probability to do chase is high. When the robot is close to a frontal obstacle, the probability to do avoidance is high. Tilt is used to distinguish the target from an obstacle.
Finally we specify the probability distribution on Vtrans and Kot a~ dependent on the value of H . In OpenPL, a parametric form could be specified as a question to another description. We use this ability to relate Dmiz to Dchase a d Dovoid. Example of obstacle avoidance during the chase (the target is inside the white rectangle).
The video is available at http://www-
leibniz.imag.fr/LAPLACE/Films/.
Result of bayesian inference on the probability distribution expressed in 9 is a sum on the values taken by the variable H. Consequently, the robot does not only switch from avoidance to chase, but does a weighted combination of the two behaviors, depending on the sensor values. Figure 5 shows an example of chase in which the target is behind an obstacle but still in the field of view of the robot. During the obstacle avoidance, the head of the robot keeps focused on the target, so that the chase can go on after the obstacle has been avoid.
Experimental Results
As the method is totaly behavioral, we can't avoid local minima. But as the decision process is stochastic (orders are drawn at random according to a probabiility distribution), we can hope that the robot goes out "little" local minima.
This experiment shows that BRP allows easy, clear and rigorous specifications of such behavior combination. This seems to be an important benefit compared to some other methods that have great difficulties in mixing behaviors with one another.
Conclusion
We presented an application of chase task using an autonomous mobile robot equipped with a vision system. This application has been developed using the Bayesian h b o t Programming (BRP) methodology and the associated API OpenPL. The corresponding bayesian programs are very short and simple. They essentially amount to the mathematical equations given in this paper. We show that complexity of control of the body is considerably reduced using internal information such as the direction and orientation of the head. Furthermore, independent control of the head and the body allows easy behavior combination.
h t u r e developments w i l l address more complex sensori-motor devices. We are working on applications of these techniques to both car sensor fusion and control and to complex manipulations tasks with multi arms set up.
